Mundy Wins Tieszen Award

Last Tuesday, May 2nd, the Tieszen award in chemistry was presented to Dr. William H. Mundy, who has been teaching at Albion Central School, Richard Robinson, Louis Hall, and Bradely Mundy.

Cregan Slates Plans of Dept.

The chemistry department has announced the four graduate assistants in chemistry for next year. They are: Richard Baker, who has been teaching at Lublin Central School, Richard Robinson, Louis Hall, and Bradely Mundy.

Oedipus Rex; Theatre Plans New Variations

A newly written production of Oedipus Rex by Sophocles, translated by William Butler Yeats, will conclude the 1960-61 season of the State College Theatre at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 13, and at 3:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 14.

Richard Southern, British Critic To Feature Tonight

Dr. Richard Southern, British critic and theatre historian, will give an illustrated lecture this evening on "Anti-Illusion in the Theatre Today" at 8:30 P.M. in Richardson 390 (the Music Room).

Grants Aid Foreign Aid

Over two hundred fellowships for graduate study in foreign countries will be offered by foreign governments and universities through the Institute of International Education.

Additional Awards

Two additional awards, offered by an American organization, are for study of research in any country in the Far East, South East Asia, and Africa.
Moving Up Day a Success

Moving Up Day once again became the object of evaluation. We would like to congratulate the entire department to the success of the program. It was a great day for the students, the faculty, and the entire college community. Dave Brooker, a cordial MC, and Mr. Thompson, the speaker, enlightened us on the joy and the tradition behind this event. The tradition of moving up day has its origins back to the early 1900s. It is a tradition that is still celebrated today. The main goal of this event is to celebrate the achievements of the students and to recognize their hard work. The day was filled with music, food, and games, making it a memorable event for all who attended.

Focus On Faculty

St. Louis Considers

The college is considering new faculty members. The seniors in the program have been invited to participate in the selection process. The process will begin next week and will continue until the last day of school. The seniors are expected to submit their applications by the end of the week. Those who are interested are encouraged to apply.

The Bear Baiter

In an effort to bring the student body to the different areas of the college, we present one of our favorite games, in aid of Student Social Studies. This week's topic is about the history of the college.

Common-Slater

"Some good looks here, we have the better of it," said one member of the college. "The looks are there, and we can do better than that." Sorority X is just "sooo excited," somebody thought of it before. Hats off to ISC-IFC! Their kegs made everyone look as if he were wearing a crazy hat. The good and noisy and extraverted shares of wild entertainment. Thirteen were allowed to do better than that. Sorority X is just "sooo excited," somebody thought of it before. Hats off to ISC-IFC! Their kegs made everyone look as if he were wearing a crazy hat. The good and noisy and extraverted shares of wild entertainment.

The CO-OP is featuring Jackets & Sweatshirts this week

Jackets $59.95
Sweatshirts $29.95 & up

Only 10% of Glass Left

UNIVERSITY RINGS paid in full when ordered can be sent directly to you at the address you designate.

3-6 week delivery

"Announcements Available in the Co-op Office"

EIGHTEEN-20

BY THE CLASS OF 1918

ESTABLISHED MAY 1916

May 12, 1961

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Cobb of the city, have been granted a lease of the college decided to keep a permanent position on campus. The decision was reached after a number of students and faculty had expressed their desire to have a permanent position on campus.

The college decided to keep a permanent position on campus. The decision was reached after a number of students and faculty had expressed their desire to have a permanent position on campus.

Hamiton and Students Meet To Discuss Tuition for State

State University of New York, and other state colleges, have been discussing the issue of tuition for state colleges. Hamilton and students have been discussing the issue of tuition for state colleges. Hamilton and students have been discussing the issue of tuition for state colleges.

Tuition Demanded at State

There was a meeting held at the library, at 7:00 p.m., to discuss the issue of tuition. There was a meeting held at the library, at 7:00 p.m., to discuss the issue of tuition. There was a meeting held at the library, at 7:00 p.m., to discuss the issue of tuition.
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The office was that of a typical small-town medical practice, with a large reception area and several examination rooms. The ceiling was tiled and the walls were painted in a soothing blue. The reception area was filled with patients, some waiting to be called, others engaged in conversation with the receptionist.

The receptionist, a young woman with short brown hair, was busy at her desk, alternately answering the phone and typing on her computer. The patients waiting in the chairs complained about the long wait, but the receptionist apologized and promised to call them as soon as possible.

In one of the examination rooms, Dr. Johnson was conducting a checkup on a patient. He asked the patient a few questions about his symptoms and then examined him thoroughly. The patient seemed satisfied with the treatment and thanked Dr. Johnson for his time.

In another room, a group of patients was participating in a group therapy session. The therapist, a middle-aged man with a calm demeanor, was leading the discussion and helping the group members to express their feelings and come to terms with their issues.

The office was well-lit and comfortable, with soft background music playing in the background. The walls were decorated with posters and photographs, adding a personal touch to the space.

Overall, the office appeared to be a warm and welcoming place, where patients could feel at ease and receive the care they needed.
Students Hail IFC - ISC

"In order to give this Greek organization the recognition it deserves, the members have decided to..." - Students Hail IFC - ISC

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

"Tareyton delivers the flavor..."

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

"The difference is Tareyton. Dual Filters give you a unique package of smoker-friendly features. First, the filters are made of two separate and distinct layers of cigarette paper. Each layer has its own special characteristics. The outer layer is a soft, light filter. The inner layer is a harder, more..." - Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

Senate Battles Over Budget; Third Readings - Next Week

Tuesday evening, when the Senate committee changed from a representation of the House to a representation of the Senate, the atmosphere changed accordingly.
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